
Annual Competition Revised Classes With Effect From the 2019/20 Competition 

Supreme Awards

Best Monochrome print

Best Colour Print

Best Projected Image

Best Portrait - Print

Best Portrait- Projected

Beginner of the Year - based on results over all the Monthly 
competitions. Committee decision in the event of a tie taking into 
consideration contribution to other competitions during the season.

Judge’s Choice - Environmental Impact - Print*

Judge’s Choice - Environmental Impact - Projected*

  *Previously the Scoop Picture trophy which was for photojournalistic 
images. Now an image chosen from any class which shows man’s 
impact on the environment, either positive or negative. Current  
concerns on climate change will be a driver as will be the green agenda.

Print - Mono or 
Colour  
AND Projected

All classes may contain colour or mono presentations. Maximum 4 
mono and 4 colour in each class (except panel)

1. Portrait Portrait or figure study where the photographer directs the model and 
may have influence over costume, make up, location or background.

2. Street Urban or rural locations. Includes candid portraits.

3. Land, Sea or 
Cityscape

Features the natural or built environment. Figures may be present to 
add scale or focus attention but must not be the principal subject or 
storyline

4. Architecture or 
Architectural Feature

The art and craft of man-made constructions in whole or part. 

5. Sport or Action Any sporting activity or non-sporting activity involving action such as 
dance.

6. Nature  EAF Definition: As well as wild animals, entries can have geologic 
formations and weather phenomena as the primary subject matter. 
Subjects CAN be in controlled conditions such as zoos, game farms, 
botanical gardens, aquariums and any other enclosure where the 
subjects are entirely dependant on man to survive are. No pets.

7. Days Out Images taken on any of the Club’s organised events during the current 
season. These may be the days out or practical evenings

8. Any not in the above Images will not be accepted in this class which belong in one of the 
above. This is the home, for example, for heavily manipulated, 
composite or creative work

9 Panel Panel of three prints. DPI is a triptych i.e. three images arranged in a 
single frame. Maximum 4 panels print and 4 panels projected.


